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1. Introduction

Owing to the significance of interfaces and the typically
sluggish transport, reactions involving solids are much more
difficult to describe than reactions between fluid phases. In
Germany, the study of solid-state reactions has a significant
tradition reaching back to Tammann,[1] Jost,[2] and Wagner,[3,4]

and is particularly well treated in H. Schmalzried)s book Solid
State Reactions.[5] The treatment ranges from homogeneous
reactions within solids to nonlinear kinetics of complex
reactions. The special aspects of interfacial reactions includ-
ing relevance for heterogeneous catalysis are considered for
example, in references [6,7]. Recently, substantial progress
was achieved in several respects, for example: 1) in the
understanding of elementary chemical reaction steps at gas–
solid interfaces;[8–12] 2) in connecting elementary rate con-
stants with effective parameters measured in relaxation
kinetics;[13–17] 3) in including space charges into chemical
diffusion;[18–20] 4) in taking into account coupling diffusion
with internal reactions;[21,22] 5) in the study of complex and
nonlinear processes.[23–33] On the experimental front, the
development of specific in situ techniques has contributed to
the in-depth understanding of defect chemistry and transport
(see, for example, references [23,34–37]).

Using strontium titanate as a model material, we had the
ambition to understand one of the simplest chemical reac-
tions—namely the incorporation of oxygen into strontium
titanate, which does not involve the formation or the motion
of interfaces—in great detail ranging from the adsorption of
oxygen molecules up to transport of oxygen in the bulk and
even across internal boundaries. In spite of the apparent
simplicity of the process, its importance as a prototype
reaction is enormous. Oxygen incorporation in oxides is an
extremely important example of the stoichiometry change of
an ionic material. Even when such compositional changes are
minute, the effect they have on the “internal chemistry” is
always drastic. In other words, the changes occurring when
going through the phase width are of first order with respect
to internal acid–base and redox chemistry as well as in terms
of ionic and electronic charge-carrier densities.

Changes in the oxygen content of about 10 ppm (i.e. a pO2

change from 10�25 to 10�5 bar at 800 8C) transform SrTiO3

from a good n-type conductor into a poor electronic

conductor of p-type. The fine-tuning of oxygen content
allows one to switch not only from n- to p-type conductiv-
ity[38,39] but also from electronic to ionic[40] conductivity. In
mixed conducting materials such as in Sr(FexTi1�x)O3�d,

[40] the
stoichiometry can be frozen out by rapid quenching of the
samples. In the high-temperature superconductor material
YBa2Cu3O6+d, the oxygen stoichiometry determines whether
the compound is normal conducting or superconducting. In
the region around d = 0.5, a variation of Dd = 0.1 is able to
change the critical temperature Tc by 50 K.[41] Magnetic
properties such as magnetoresistance (an important quantity
for information storage devices) can depend sensitively on
oxygen content as demonstrated, for example, for
SrFeO3�d.

[42] In this material, the exact d value also deter-
mines the crystallographic structure and can lead to phase
changes from an orthorhombic brownmillerite structure to
tetragonal or cubic perovskite structures.[43] Oxygen loss at
high temperatures (or low pO2) influences the overall thermal
expansion, leading to a pronounced excess “chemical” con-
tribution (e.g. in Sr(FexTi1�x)O3�d

[44]), which is undesired in
permeation membranes as well as in solid-oxide fuel-cell
(SOFC) components.

Oxygen incorporation and extraction processes and their
detailed kinetics are crucial for the functioning of many
(electro)chemical devices. The following examples may

The kinetics of stoichiometry change of an oxide—a prototype of a
simple solid-state reaction and a process of substantial technological
relevance—is studied and analyzed in great detail. Oxygen incor-
poration into strontium titanate was chosen as a model process. The
complete reaction can be phenomenologically and mechanistically
understood beginning with the surface reaction and ending with the
transport in the perovskite. Key elements are a detailed knowledge of
the defect chemistry of the perovskite as well as the application of a
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from this study. The importance of the reaction and transport steps
for (electro)chemical applications is emphasized.
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suffice: Chemical oxygen incorporation or removal kinetics is
decisive for the performance of mixed conducting oxygen
permeation membranes,[45] which can either be used for
oxygen separation, or for direct oxygen conversion in (partial)
oxidation reactions (see reference [46]). Oxygen incorpora-
tion is the signal-determining process in bulk conductivity
sensors (see for example reference [47]). Even though this is
not the case for surface conductivity sensors, the incorpo-
ration kinetics determines drift effects in such sensors as well
as the selectivity for other redox-active gases (see for example
reference [48]). Often, good oxidation catalysts are mixed
conductors.[49,50] Their oxygen content may either adjust to the
operation conditions merely as a side effect, but the
contribution of lattice oxygen can also represent an essential
feature of the catalyst)s activity and selectivity (“Mars-van-
Krevelen mechanism”,[51] see reference [52] for an example).
Oxygen incorporation plays also a crucial role for mixed
conducting SOFC cathodes (see references [53,54] and refer-
ences therein). Thus, a detailed understanding of oxygen
incorporation kinetics is not only a fundamental challenge,
but also a challenge of high technological relevance.

When in the following section we consider oxygen
incorporation into oxides, it is particularly helpful to bear in
mind the example of a bulk conductivity sensor. In such a
device, the oxygen partial pressure is translated into an
equilibrium value of oxygen content, which itself determines
the electronic conductivity. The kinetics of the incorporation
process is then equivalent to the sensor)s response kinetics;
indeed, a simple means to follow the kinetics is the electronic
conductance (see, for example, reference [55]). Observation
of the conductance is of course an integral technique and
usually does not provide spatial resolution (for an example of
microelectrode measurements, see Section 6). Typically,
space-resolving techniques (e.g. secondary-ion mass spectros-
copy, see, for example, reference [56]) analyze frozen-in
profiles and are not in situ techniques. In Stuttgart, we
developed an optical method that allows us to follow in situ
the oxygen incorporation kinetics into strontium titanate as a
function of space and time, and much of the progress to be
reported is due to this development.[22,37]

The detailed reaction steps can be roughly classified as
1) surface reaction including chemical kinetics at the surface
and transport through the subsurface layer, 2) bulk transport,
3) transport across (or along) internal boundaries (the trans-

port along grain boundaries has not yet proven to be
important for SrTiO3; nevertheless, we give general informa-
tion in particular in terms of treating polycrystalline matter).
This classification also determines the structure of this
Review. For all aforementioned cases, we give: 1) experimen-
tal results, 2) theoretical considerations, 3) modeling results in
terms of defect chemistry, 4) mechanistic interpretation.

The family of perovskite oxides comprises large-bandgap
semiconductors such as SrTiO3 as well as small-bandgap
materials or even metallic conductors such as SrFeO3. More-
over, a complete solid solution series Sr(FexTi1�x)O3�d

exists[40] in which (almost) all members exhibit the undistorted
cubic perovskite structure. Thus, the effects of cation compo-
sition as well as of oxygen nonstoichiometry on the materials
properties can be investigated without interference from
crystallographic aspects. Increasing substitution of Ti (empty
d orbitals) by Fe (partially occupied d orbitals) gives rise to
drastic changes in the electronic structure of the materials and
also affects the various transport properties to a different
degree (see Section 7 for more details).

Before we start with the detailed considerations let us also
emphasize the practical significance of our model material
SrTiO3. Since large and appropriately doped single crystals
are readily available, it is an often used substrate material, for
example, for the deposition of superconducting oxide films.
The use of SrTiO3 bicrystalline substrates (and of even more
complex structures) induces formation of respective grain
boundaries with interesting properties also in the deposited
superconductor films.[57] With a sufficiently high electron
concentration (induced by doping or treatment in strongly
reducing atmosphere) it even becomes superconducting itself,
albeit at temperatures as low as 0.4 K.[58] Although SrTiO3

does not transform into a ferroelectric phase upon cooling
because of quantum fluctuations,[59] its high dielectric permit-
tivity at room temperature (ca. 300) is exploited in several
electroceramic functions.[60] Strontium titanate based materi-
als are discussed as alternative high-permittivity dielectric in
field-effect transistors and DRAM memory devices.[61] Since
the dielectric properties of the solid solution materials
(BaxSr1�x)TiO3 can be tuned by applied DC voltages,[62] they
are used in microwave devices and switchable optical wave-
guides. For these applications, insight into long-time ageing
processes under applied electrical bias and thus a detailed
understanding of their defect chemistry is important. Owing
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to its high refractive index of 2.4, SrTiO3 can even serve as a
gem stone. It can act as a host material for phosphors such as
Pr3+; in this context control of morphology and defect
concentrations is crucial for a good quantum efficiency.[63]

Besides TiO2, SrTiO3 is one of the most studied photocatalytic
materials.[64,65] The water splitting efficiency can be increased,
for example, by appropriate doping, to optimize the magni-
tude and position of the band gap.[66]

At elevated temperatures SrTiO3 can be used as a key
material for resistive oxygen sensors.[47] In particular, materi-
als in the SrTiO3-SrFeO3�d solid solution series are suitable
for sensing oxygen or combustible gases, depending on the
actual operation mode.[48] In its donor-doped form, exhibiting
a high electronic conductivity in a reducing gas atmosphere,
strontium titanate is applied as an anode in ceramic fuel cells
(see for example reference [67]). The
advantage of such perovskites over Ni-
YSZ composite anodes becomes obvious
when methane (or other hydrocarbons) is
used as fuel because coke deposition on the
electrode can be minimized.[68] In all of
these last examples, the kinetics of the
oxygen surface reaction plays a decisive
role in device performance.

When we extend our focus to perovskite
analogues containing transition metals with
a partially filled d shell, rather complex
crystallographic, electronic, and magnetic
structures can develop,[69] resulting in a huge
number of applications: high-temperature
superconductors, ferromagnetic materials,
magnetoresistive materials, materials for
SOFC electrodes (and electrolytes, for
empty d orbitals), ferroelectrics (and piezo-
electric or pyroelectric materials) for sensors, actuators, or
memory devices etc. The list can easily be prolonged such
that—even though oxygen incorporation into SrTiO3 is used
herein only as a model—even the detailed discussion of this
specific material alone is of enormous relevance.

2. Defect Chemistry in Ionic Solids Exemplified for
Fe-Doped SrTiO3

Before discussing the kinetic issues of oxygen exchange,
let us clarify the relevant equilibrium properties of our model
material. The point defects are of double importance: 1) they
are the decisive species enabling mass transport, and 2) they
are very reactive acid–base and redox-active centers. There-
fore, the knowledge of the ionic and electronic point defect
concentrations and their mobilities is an essential prerequisite
for the further understanding of the kinetic behavior of a
material. From thermodynamic considerations it follows that
at nonzero temperatures any given material—owing to the
configuration entropy—must contain a finite concentration of
point defects (zero-dimensional defects, see for example
references [70,71] for a more detailed treatment). In the
simplest case we may consider a binary oxide MO in which we
can neglect point defects in the metal-ion sublattice. Then we

are concerned with oxygen vacancies V��O, oxygen interstitials
Oi’’, and also electronic point defects (e’, h�) (for definition of
the KrJger–Vink defect nomenclature,[72] see Table 1).
Together, these defects allow for finite compositional varia-
tions MO1�d corresponding to valence changes given in
Equation (1).

Dd=2O2 þMO1�d ÐMO1�dþDd ð1Þ

In this way the oxide responds to a change in oxygen
partial pressure. Figure 1 shows the drastic changes in the
internal redox chemistry (e’ correspond to Ti3+ (more exactly
e’= Ti3+�Ti4+), h� correspond to O� (more exactly h� =

O��O2�)), and acid–base chemistry (V��O , Oi’’) when travers-
ing the phase width. On the level of Equation (1), cationic

Table 1: Defect equilibria [Eqs. (2)–(7)] for Fe-doped SrTiO3�d.

Reaction[a] Mass-action law
oxygen incorporation: 1/2O2 +V��OÐOO

x +2h� (2) Kox =
½h� �2ffiffiffiffiffiffi
pO2

p
½V��O �

Fe3+/4+ redox reaction: FeTi
xÐFeTi’+h� (3) KFe =

½FeTi 0 �½h� �
½FeTi x �

band-gap excitation: 0Ðe’+h� (4) Kbg = [e’][h�]

Conservation conditions:
iron mass balance: [Fe]tot = [FeTi’]+ [FeTi

x] (5)
charge neutrality: 2[V��O ]+ [h�]= [FeTi’]+ [e’] (6)

2[V��O ] � [FeTi’] (7)

[a] Kr.ger–Vink nomenclature:[72] V��O : main character: chemical species, V=vacancy; subscript: site (for
example, O= regular oxygen site); superscript: charge relative to perfect lattice; C, ’, x correspond to
singly positive, singly negative, and neutral effective charge.

Figure 1. Phase diagram of an oxide MO depending on temperature T
and oxygen partial pressure pO2. Within the extension of the phase
width, drastic changes in the defect concentrations occur which can be
described by the defect-chemical model (note the logarithmic scale).
Reproduced from reference [71] with permission from Wiley.
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defects do not introduce a new compositional parameter. The
situation is different in a ternary compound such as SrTiO3, in
which additional compositional complications come from
deviations in the Sr/Ti ratio corresponding to metal ion
defects. Fortunately, in the window of interest (i.e. at temper-
atures typically up to 900 8C), SrTiO3 behaves as a pseudobi-
nary; that is, possible nonstoichiometric Sr/Ti ratios are
frozen, or put differently: metal vacancies are immobile and
act as native dopants (see reference [73] for the connection of
full point defect equilibration with constrained equilibria). To
outweigh the significance of native or unknown foreign
dopants, it is advisable to dope SrTiO3 deliberately.[74] This is
one reason why we deal with iron-doped SrTiO3; another one
is the occurrence of valence changes, which adds another
redox reaction to the set of defect-chemical reactions. It is this
valence change that allows us to follow the local oxygen
content by optical spectroscopy (see below).[35]

In SrTiO3, iron is substituted by titanium and exhibits a
mixture of the oxidation states of + III and + IV (Fe4+,
rather unusual in aqueous chemistry, is stabilized in this case
by occupying a site tailored for the Ti4+ cation in the host
crystal lattice; this substitutional defect is denoted FeTi

x).
Charge compensation for the Fe3+ ions (i.e. FeTi’) occurs only
to a small extent by electron holes h� in the valence band, but
predominantly by the formation of oxygen vacancies V��O. A
significant oxygen deficiency can also be generated in
undoped SrTiO3 under strongly reducing conditions such as
20% H2 at 1200 8C.[75] In this case, the oxygen vacancies are
compensated by excess electrons (Ti3+), which give rise to the
black color of the reduced material. Fe3+ is an “acceptor
dopant”, as it leads to an increase of all defects with a positive
charge relative to the perfect lattice, including electron holes.
As the term “acceptor dopant” refers to the electronic case,
but ionic defect concentration changes are also caused, we
prefer the term “negative dopant”. The relative fractions of
Fe3+ and Fe4+ depend on the external control parameters
temperature T, oxygen partial pressure pO2, and total iron
concentration [Fe]tot. The defect reactions are summarized in
Table 1 (square brackets denote concentrations, constant
terms are included in the mass-action constants).

In the dilute regime, the defect concentrations can be
calculated from mass-action laws (for a detailed treatment
see, for example, references [70,71,76,77]). Figure 2 shows
the variation of the Fe4+ and Fe3+ concentrations: the lower
the temperature and the higher the value of pO2, the higher is
the proportion of Fe4+. Figure 3a gives an overview of the
dependence of all point defects on pO2 and demonstrates that
in this large-bandgap material the electronic defects are
clearly in minority. The mass-action constants were deter-
mined from a combination of experiments (see refer-
ence [78], also incorporating data from earlier investiga-
tions[38,39,79–82]). The concentration of oxygen vacancies for
given external control parameters can be measured by
thermogravimetry if the total iron concentration [Fe]tot, and
therefore [V��O ], is sufficiently high. For slightly doped single
crystals, [FeTi

x] can alternatively be determined from its
characteristic optical absorption at 590 nm[35] (corresponding
to the brown color of oxidized samples; stoichiometric SrTiO3

is colorless, and FeTi’ does not absorb in the visible range) and

related to [V��O ] by Equation (7) (Table 1). The electronic
charge carrier concentrations can be obtained from the
conductivity under conditions of predominant electronic
conduction (if their mobilities are known, for example, from
Hall measurements[82]). Figure 3b shows a typical set of
conductivity data, revealing n- and p-type electronically
conducting regimes in which roughly s/ (pO2)

1/4 power

Figure 2. Equilibrium Fe4+ (color) and Fe3+ (transparent gray) concen-
trations in 0.1 mol% Fe-doped SrTiO3 as a function of T and pO2

calculated from the defect chemical model.[78]

Figure 3. a) Point defect concentrations in Fe-doped (0.1 mol%)
SrTiO3 (700 8C) calculated from the defect-chemical model.[78] b) Bulk
conductivity of a polycrystalline Fe-doped (0.1 mol%) SrTiO3 sample.
In the pO2-independent region, the conductivity is predominantly ionic
(oxygen vacancies), whereas at very low and high pO2 n- and p-type
electronic conductivity prevails.
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laws are valid, as well as a pO2-independent regime at lower
temperatures, indicating ionic conductivity. In the perovskite
structure, the mobile ionic charge carriers are the oxygen
vacancies V��O. Their mobility can be obtained from the ionic
conductivity (if [V��O ] is fixed, for example, by negative
doping), or, less directly, from the chemical diffusion coef-
ficient of oxygen (see Section 3).

Further complications in the defect chemical model arise
from the interaction between ionic point defects. The electro-
static attraction of FeTi’ and V��O primarily leads to the
formation of FeTi’-V

��
O pairs (an oxygen vacancy in the first

coordination shell around FeTi’).
[83] An EPR investigation at

elevated temperatures showed that these defect pairs are
completely dissociated above 300 8C.[84] This study also
demonstrated that defect interactions become perceptible
(in the form of non-unity activity coefficients), even at dopant
concentrations below 0.1 at.%.

Since the structural distortions at the crystal)s surface and
at grain boundaries change the standard chemical potentials,
all defect concentrations there are expected to differ from the
bulk values. A more detailed discussion of this aspect is given
in reference [85] and Sections 4 and 6. As already mentioned,
at temperatures below 1200 8C we can consider the Sr/Ti ratio
as frozen. At very high temperatures this constraint is
removed and the partial Schottky reaction will lead to the
formation of strontium vacancies.[86] In contrast, when the
temperature is lowered towards room temperature the
oxygen content freezes. Section 9 deals with such cases as
far as experiment and theory is concerned. In summary,
SrTiO3�d is one of the few examples for which the defect
chemistry is understood in great detail, a fact that is an
important prerequisite and basis for the possibility of a
detailed kinetic analysis. Owing to complications by
extremely long equilibration times and formation of secon-
dary phases for donor-doped SrTiO3,

[87–89] we will concentrate
in this article on the acceptor-doped materials.

3. Reaction and Transport: General Considerations

As we do not face formation, motion, or annihilation of
interfaces during oxygen incorporation reactions, the only
processes under consideration are reactions at the surface,
particle transfer from the surface into the crystal, and particle
transport within the crystal including transport across or along
internal interfaces. Mechanistically these processes are dis-
tinguished by whether or not particles change their identity,
change their environment in structural terms, or perceive
different electrical potentials.

For a more detailed discussion it suffices to consider the
general case of a heterogeneous reaction in which particles
change nature and environment (for more details see also
references [71,90,91]). As extensions to complicated situa-
tions are straightforward, and as in fact many chemical
reactions turn out to be pseudo-monomolecular, it is instruc-
tive to consider the reaction given in Equation (8), in which A
is converted into B while the location is simultaneously
changed from x to x’= x+ Dx.

AðxÞ Ð Bðx0Þ ð8Þ

The driving force (reaction affinity a) is given by the
difference in the electrochemical potential (m̃), which is
composed of the chemical potential (expressed as m0 +RT lnc
for dilute situations, whereby m0 is independent of the
concentration c) and the electrical potential term zFf (z=

particle charge, F= Faraday constant). If x� x’, or, more
realistically, if structural and electrical potential differences
between x and x’ are negligible, the reaction is homogeneous,
whereas for A�B a transport process is met. The most simple
case is transport within a given phase (i.e. m0(x) = m0(x’)) if no
internal electrical field exists between x and x’ (i.e. f(x) =

f(x’)). This case refers to bulk transport. If the latter
condition is not fulfilled, we refer to transport within space–
charge regions.

Applying simple chemical kinetics to Equation (8) gives
the reaction rate in Equations (9) and (10).

In these equations, a=�DG̃=�[m̃(B(x’))�m̃(A(x))].

The quantities k
*

and k
(

denote the forward and backward
rate constants, and the tilde designates that electrical
potential changes (Df) are included according to Equa-
tions (11) and (12) (a = symmetry factor,[92] 0�a� 1).

~k
*

¼ k0 expð�DG
*

=RTÞ expð�azFD�=RTÞ ð11Þ

~k
(

¼ k0 expð�DG
(

=RTÞ expðð1�aÞzFD�=RTÞ ð12Þ

For a homogeneous chemical reaction, the driving force as
well as the activation energy is purely chemical (�a= DG=

DG
*

�DG
(

). For bulk transport, forward and backward activa-

tion free energies are the same, that is, ~k
*

=
~k
(

=k, and
Equation (9) directly leads to Equation (13) (we restrict
ourselves to the quasi-one-dimensional case).

< ¼ �kDc ¼ �ðkDxÞrc ð13Þ

This expression corresponds to Fick)s first law j=�D5c
as long as the jump distance Dx is so small relative to the
thickness that the difference can be replaced by the differ-
ential, which is a good approximation for macroscopic
samples. In the case of chemical diffusion to be considered
later, local electrical field effects do not disappear, but couple
two counter fluxes such that Equation (13) is again valid for
the electroneutral oxygen transport.

In contrast, homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions
are generally characterized by nonlinear force–flux relations
[see Eq. (10)]. If a!RT, linearization is possible, leading to
Equation (14), whereby the prefactor is the exchange rate
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R0 = k
*

A
_
h i

= k
(

B
_
h i

=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k
*

½A
_

�k
(

½B
_

�
q

(the arc denotes equilibrium
concentrations).

< ¼ <0a ð14Þ

Unlike for transport, this condition is very harsh as A
contains the difference in the standard chemical potentials
m0

B�m0
A, which is usually a significant value. Equation (14)

holds only in an extremely narrow range, but it is a good
approximation if one starts out from equilibrium and perturbs
it slightly (relaxation kinetics). A more convenient way to
express linear rate-driving force relations is to use the
concentration perturbation dc= c�c_ as driving force
[Eq. (15)].

< ¼ <0
@a

@c
@c ¼ �kkd

Rdc ð15Þ

The effective (phenomenological) rate constant �kkd
R

[93] then
involves the exchange rate R0 and the derivative @a/@c is
taken at equilibrium (the superscript d emphasizes that �kkd

R, as
well as Dd defined in Equation (17), describe the kinetics of
stoichiometry change). Equation (15) can also be obtained
from the detailed kinetics[13] and is actually of a more
extended validity range for (pseudo)monomolecular mecha-
nisms. For dilute situations (m = m0 +RT lnc), @a/@c is given
by inverse concentrations, and the exchange rate R0 is a
product of rate constants and concentrations. The connection

with the rate constants of the elementary steps k
*

, k
(

will be
discussed below. Note again [see Eq. (8)] that these consid-
erations are general and also include the transport case that
can be conceived as a hopping or “rearrangement reaction”
with zero standard affinity. In this special case, the exchange
rate is related to the conductivity, whereas the product of R0

and @a/@c corresponds to the diffusion coefficient, which is
proportional to the mobility.[71] The transport across an
internal boundary can be described by an effective rate
constant analogous to the surface reaction. Table 2 gives the

relations that are valid for small deviations from equilibrium.
For all these cases, the flux can be expressed as a product of an
inverse chemical resistance and an inverse chemical capaci-
tance. This allows elegant modeling of complex situations in
terms of chemical or electrochemical equivalent circuits.[94]

Far from equilibrium one has to resort to Equation (9) but can
neglect the forward or backward reaction. Both situations will
be extensively exploited in the mechanistic evaluation. The
insight gained for the kinetics of stoichiometry changes
(described in the following sections) is, although not trans-

ferable literally, also valuable for the understanding of
electrode and isotope exchange kinetics.[13,14]

The equilibration of the oxygen nonstoichiometry of the
sample with the surrounding pO2 at elevated temperatures is
a multistep process. Figure 4 gives an overview, and further

mechanistic details of the individual transport processes are
discussed in Section 4–6. At the surface, molecular oxygen is
transformed into oxide ions in the first bulk layer in a reaction
involving electrons as well as ion transfer steps. The subse-
quent chemical diffusion of oxygen in the bulk material
comprises the movement of ionic and electronic defects
(here: oxygen vacancies V��O and electron holes h�) so that in
total neutral oxygen is transported through the sample. In
many polycrystalline materials, grain boundaries represent an
additional barrier for charge and mass transport (examples
where this is not the case are mentioned in Section 6 and 7). In
the following analysis we will—for simplicity)s sake—assume
that one of the processes determines the overall rate
(although more complicated situations can also be handled).
In addition we assume that the oxygen uptake in the surface
layer itself is small relative to the bulk and transients in the
interfacial composition can be neglected (quasi-stationary
conditions). Depending on the actual conditions (material,
pO2, T, total sample dimension and/or grain size, surface
coatings), each of the above steps can limit the overall sample

relaxation, which leads to charac-
teristic concentrations profiles.
Such profiles can be recorded in
an elegant way on single-crystal or
bicrystal samples by in situ spatially
resolved optical spectroscopy.[37]

Characteristic examples are
shown in Figure 5. If the surface
reaction is slow relative to the
chemical bulk diffusion (the border-
line is represented by k̄d l�Dd,

whereby l is half the crystal thickness), the concentration
inside the single crystal is almost homogeneous (Figure 5a).
A more detailed analysis is then required to determine what
elementary process of the surface reaction scheme is rate-
determining. In contrast, pronounced spatial profiles are
obtained in the diffusion-limited case (Figure 5b). For the
bicrystal shown, it is evident that the grain boundary is a
strong barrier for oxygen transport, leading to steplike
internal profiles (Figure 5c; movies of these experiments
can be accessed on our homepage[95]). Very fast relaxation

Table 2: Equations for chemical transport across surface, bulk, and grain boundaries in situations close
to equilibrium for dilute charge carriers.

Step: Transport equation: Kinetic coefficient:
surface reaction j=�k̄d dc j surface (16) effective rate constant
chemical diffusion j=�Dd5 c (17) chemical diffusion coefficient

(Fick’s law)
grain boundary j=��kkd

gbdc j gb (18) grain boundary rate constant

Figure 4. Transport processes involved in the change in oxygen con-
tent of a mixed conducting oxide, shown for Fe-doped SrTiO3.
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processes can be studied by analyzing their response (e.g.
conductivity change) upon variable frequency pO2 oscilla-
tions.[47] Although this method allows the distinction between
surface-reaction and bulk diffusion limitation, it is restricted
to small pO2 changes and thus yields limited information
about the surface reaction mechanism.

4. Surface Reaction

Let us start with the surface reaction and first discuss how
the surface rate constant k̄d is related to the underlying
chemical kinetics in general and to the mechanism of the
surface reaction for the case of Fe-doped SrTiO3 in detail.
Figure 6 shows the time evolution of the oxygen concentra-

tion for the case that the surface reaction is limiting
(corresponding to Figure 5a). The concentration profiles are
horizontal and the intercepts provide information about the
kinetics. Since the concentration is homogeneous within the
sample, Equation (16) can easily be integrated to yield for any
time a simple exponential decay for the normalized oxygen

concentration change [Eq. (19); l= half the sample thickness,
one-dimensional case].

dcðtÞ
dcð0Þ ¼

cOðtÞ�cOð1Þ
cOð0Þ�cOð1Þ

¼ e�
�kkd t=l ð19Þ

Figure 7 compares the measured effective rate constants
k̄d for bare and coated surfaces of Fe-doped SrTiO3 (note that
such an exponential law is always valid for (pseudo)first order
reactions, but in general holds only close to equilibrium).

For further interpretation, k̄d can be traced back to the
reaction mechanism of the surface reaction (for more details
see references [13,14]). The surface reaction itself is a multi-
step reaction comprising adsorption, electron transfer, O�O
bond dissociation, and incorporation of atomic oxygen
species into oxygen vacancies. As mentioned above, for the
mechanistic analysis, we assume that one of these steps, the
rate-determining step (rds), is specifically much slower[96] than
the others, which are in quasi-equilibrium (this implies that
the whole reaction affinity drops according to the rds), and
that oxygen storage in the surface is negligible. Thus, virtually
immediately the reaction rate is uniformly given by the rate of
the rds.

For the surface reaction, electrical potential steps Df
between x and x’ must be taken into account. Although the
affinity of the rds (being equal to the total reaction affinity,
which refers to the incorporation of neutral oxygen into the
neutral bulk) does not contain a contribution from Df,

electrical potential drops may influence ~k
*

. Guided by our
experience from SrTiO3 grain boundaries,[97] we approximate
the surface potential drop as being constant in the limited pO2

and T range covered by kinetic experiments. Thus, in the

further treatment, the values k
*

and k
(

include exp(�azFD�
_

/

RT) and exp((1�a)zFD�
_

/RT) as constant potential contri-
butions, even though we dropped the tilde.

Figure 5. Spatially resolved oxygen concentration after a pO2 change
measured on Fe-doped SrTiO3.

[17,18,22,37] [Fe]tot =0.3 mol%, 650 8C,
sample dimensions 6G6G1 mm. The two large faces are glass sealed
so that oxygen can enter only through the small faces. Bright color
indicates a high oxygen vacancy concentration. a) single crystal, sur-
face reaction is limiting; b) single crystal, bulk diffusion is limiting;
c) 248 [001] symmetrical tilt bicrystal, blocking grain boundary (arrow
indicates position of the grain boundary, oxygen diffuses in from the
right-hand side).

Figure 7. Effective surface rate constants k̄d of oxygen incorporation for
bare and coated Fe-doped SrTiO3. *: bare Fe-doped SrTiO3; &: bare
Fe-doped SrTiO3 under UV irradiation; ! and ~: porous Ag and Pt
layers; ^: dense, mixed conducting YBa2Cu3O6+d layer; : incorpora-
tion into bulk SrFe0.3Ti0.7O3�d. Reproduced from reference [158] with
permission from Springer.

Figure 6. Time evolution of the normalized concentration profiles
corresponding to the experiment shown in Figure 5a.[17] Inset: Snap-
shots of the sample.
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Now let us be as specific as possible and refer to the
detailed reaction mechanism to be validated later (see Table 3
for dilute defect concentrations and low adsorbate coverage).
Assuming the second ionization reaction [Eq. (25)] is rate-
determining, we obtain Equation (20).

< ¼ <rds ¼ k
*

½O2
��½e0��k

(

½O2
2�� ð20Þ

Close to equilibrium this equation becomes Equa-
tion (21).

In this case, <0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k
*

k
(

½O
_ �

2 �½e
_0�½O

_ 2�
2 �

q
and d denotes the

deviation from equilibrium. The preceding and succeeding
reactions [Eqs. (24), (26), and (27)] are in quasi-equilibrium
(Kpre, Ksuc) with the band-gap equilibrium [Eq. (4)] to yield
Equation (22).[98]

Finally, the reaction rate is given by Equation (23).[99]

This result could also be directly derived from Equa-
tion (14) but without any information on the range of validity
(for more details see references [13,14]). Close to equilibri-
um, comparison with Equation (14) yields the effective rate
constant k̄d, as given in Equation (31), Table 3. The propor-
tionality of k̄d to R0@mO/@cO is general; only the prefactor
(here 2/RT) depends on the molecularity of the assumed
reaction. The dependence of k̄d on pO2 arises from the
reaction mechanism (R0) as well as from bulk defect
chemistry (@mO/@cO). Whereas the first term is proportional
to an inverse chemical resistance, the latter term is the inverse
of a “chemical capacitance”,[94] which describes the material)s
ability to accommodate changes in oxygen stoichiometry
upon a change in pO2. (Note that the same capacitive term
appears in Equation (40) for chemical diffusion. The fact that
@mO/@cO refers to the first bulk layer as dcO does expresses the
fact that storage in the surface layer has been neglected). For
dilute conditions, the chemical capacitance can further be
expressed by bulk defect concentrations, see Equation (31)
and the related term in Equation (23).[99] In the presence of
redox-active centers, a “trapping factor” 0� c� 1 is included
(through d[h�]/d[V��O ]), which is discussed in more detail in
Section 5.

For a mechanistic understanding of a reaction, one usually
determines the reaction orders of all involved reactants and
products. In the case of the gas–solid reaction, this is more
difficult to achieve than in the case of homogeneous fluid
phase reactions in which reactants and products can be added
independently to the reaction mixture. For the reaction
considered herein, pO2 is of course an independent variable.
In contrast, the point defects in the oxide are linked to each
other (and to the external pO2) by the defect equilibria, and a
variation of the Fe dopant content implies the preparation of
a new (single-crystal) sample (i.e. is an “ex situ parame-
ter”[100]). Therefore, the possibilities for concentration varia-
tion are limited. Since a temperature change affects the
potentially involved defect concentrations as well asKpre,Ksuc,

k
*

, and k
(

, only an effective overall activation energy can be
obtained. The reaction order of oxygen can be determined
from a series of large changes in pO2 (i.e. the forward reaction

rate <
*

in Equation (29) dominates the overall reaction rate),
leading from the same initial pO2 to various higher pO2

values. At short times after the pO2 step, the defect concen-
trations are still close to their initial values so that the

variation of <
*

ini with the various final pO2 values gives the
reaction order of oxygen. Such a series is shown in Figure 8.

The measured dependence <
*

ini/ (pO2)
0.90.1 indicates an

oxygen reaction order close to unity and implies that
molecular oxygen species must be involved in the rds (e.g.
adsorbed superoxide O2

� or peroxide O2
2�).[12] The exponents

from the other series contain contributions from the involved
point defects, as does the overall pO2 dependence. In the case
of Fe-doped SrTiO3, additional mechanistic information can
be obtained from the effect of UV irradiation (energy larger
than the band gap), which linearly accelerates the incorpo-
ration rate but does not affect the rate of removal.[12,101] This
behavior indicates that a single conduction electron is
involved before or in the rds. The resulting most probable

Table 3: Tracing back reaction rate R and effective rate constant k̄d to the
surface reaction mechanism.

Most probable surface reaction mechanism for Fe-doped SrTiO3:
[12]

surface reaction rate:
(28)

approximation far from equilibrium:
(29)

approximation close to equilibrium:
(30)

effective rate constant:
(31)

exchange rate
(32)

[a] Rate-determining step.
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reaction mechanism is given in Table 3. Unfortunately,
reactions (25) and (26) representing the rds yield the same
kinetic expressions so that these two cases cannot be further
distinguished.

A number of coating materials, for example, porous Ag
and Pt films, strongly accelerate the oxygen exchange kinetics
(see Figure 7)[17] and lower the effective activation energy
from about 2.5 eV to 1–1.5 eV. The effects can be rationalized
on the basis of the mechanism identified for the bare surface.
Platinum and silver are known to dissociate oxygen easily. In
the case of a dense mixed conducting YBa2Cu3O6+d layer, the
surface reaction occurs very fast on the YBa2Cu3O6+d sur-
face,[78] and oxygen is transferred into the SrTiO3 in the form
of oxide ions. A porous layer of alkaline earth metal oxides
was also found to accelerate oxygen incorporation,[102] which
might be related to stabilization of adsorbed superoxide or
peroxide ions.

The (100) orientation corresponds to the most stable
surface of SrTiO3 as confirmed by experiment and DFT
calculations.[103] The (100) face can exhibit SrO or TiO2

termination, both nonpolar and with comparable surface
energy.[103] Both terminations coexist after surface polishing
and annealing, but both terminations can also be deliberately
obtained in pure form.[104,105] A recent study indicates differ-
ences in the photocatalytic behavior at room temperature,
whereby the TiO2 termination is more active because of easier
electron transfer to adsorbed oxygen species.[105] Although
adsorbed oxygen species (e.g. O� , O2

� , O2
2�) have been

identified on a number of oxides,[106] it is a demanding task to
reveal their concentrations under the relevant conditions
(pO2� 1 bar, T� 300 8C) since the usual surface analysis
techniques typically require ultrahigh vacuum. To our knowl-
edge, reliable concentrations of adsorbed oxygen species on
acceptor-doped large-band-gap oxides have not yet been
determined. This topic is further complicated by the fact that
the charge of the adsorbates will lead to deviations from
Langmuir)s isotherm.[107] Nevertheless, the assumption of a
low adsorbate coverage is supported by the fact that the
chemisorption step requires the transfer of electron(s) to the
adsorbates, which is energetically not very favorable for an

acceptor-doped large-band-gap oxide, and that the experi-
ments are carried out at high temperatures. A recent review
on oxygen adsorbates on SnO2 concluded that a detectable
coverage (but still below 0.1%) with superoxide ions is
present only on reduced samples and at temperatures below
150 8C.[108] Quantum chemical calculations may help to gather
the necessary information.

Because the surface represents a structural distortion, the
point defect concentrations at the surface must be different
from the bulk values, but are not quantitatively known (since
they are in equilibrium with the bulk, we assumed identical
pO2 dependencies for our kinetic analysis). This also means
that in general the surface is expected to exhibit an excess
charge and a compensating “space charge zone” similar to the
situation at grain boundaries (for more details see Section 6).
An increase of the iron concentration in a near-surface region
of 12 nm thickness (measured by secondary-ion mass spec-
troscopy SIMS) was interpreted in reference [109] as an
indication for a positive surface charge leading to FeTi’
accumulation. Recent 16O18O isotope exchange experiments
followed by extensive SIMS analysis with extremely high
spatial resolution give direct evidence for a V��O depletion
space–charge zone extending about 8 nm from the surface
into the bulk.[110,111] Since the step in the 18O/(16O + 18O)
concentration ratio resulting from the impeded transport
though the surface space charge layer is smaller than the
concentration step between gas phase and first crystal layer
caused by the surface reaction, we consider the proper surface
reaction as the limiting process. (Note that in the case of a
perceptible surface depletion, dcO in Equation (30) has to be
referred to a distance from the geometrical surface at which
the depletion effects are negligible). Oxygen isotope
exchange on Pb(Zr0.35Ti0.65)O3 perovskite films also yields
evidence for significant V��O depletion in a surface space–
charge zone.[112]

5. Bulk Diffusion

After oxygen has been incorporated into the first crystal
layer by the surface reaction, further transport occurs by
chemical diffusion. Figure 9 shows the characteristic concen-

Figure 8. pO2 dependence of initial reaction rates Rini for chemical
oxygen incorporation into Fe-doped (0.3 mol%) SrTiO3 single crystals
at 730 8C. Data compiled from reference [12].

Figure 9. Time evolution of the concentration profiles corresponding
to the experiment shown in Figure 5b.[22,37] Inset: Snapshots of the
sample.
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tration profiles measured on single crystals for the case that
bulk chemical diffusion is limiting (Figure 5b), that is, the
surface reaction is relatively fast and/or the sample thickness
is large, and the diffusion coefficient Dd is constant. The
oxygen concentration change integrated over the whole
sample then follows the relations in Equations (33) and (34)
for the limits of short time and t!1, respectively (L=

sample thickness, one-dimensional case).

cOðtÞ�cOð0Þ
cOð1Þ�cOð0Þ

¼ 4
L

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t Dd

p

r
ð33Þ

cOðtÞ�cOð1Þ
cOð0Þ�cOð1Þ

¼ 8
p2 e�p2 Dd t=L2 ð34Þ

As discussed in Section 3, diffusion can be regarded as a
“rearrangement” reaction such that the exchange rate in
Equation (15) corresponds to the conductivity term and
R0@a/@c to the diffusion coefficient. Since the chemical
diffusion describes the concentration change of a neutral
component, the fluxes of the ionic (here: V��O ) and electronic
(h�) charge carriers [Eqs. (35) and (36) in Table 4] are coupled
by the electroneutrality condition. Also here we can start out
from the kinetic master equations for two carriers, with the
local electrical potential then coupling the two rate equations.
This enables one to describe chemical diffusion also for
nonlinear cases.[91,113] For our purpose it suffices and is more
convenient to use the description in terms of linear laws using
electrochemical potential gradients as driving forces.[114,115] As
a result, the flux of neutral oxygen [Eq. (39)] comprises the
ambipolar conductivity sd = sionseon/(sion + seon) (subscript
eon indicates “electronic”; i.e. electron or hole conduction)
as the transport parameter (corresponding to the exchange
rate of the chemical diffusion process) and the gradient in the
chemical potential @mO/@x as the driving force. The ambipolar

conductivity is obviously determined by the least conductive
ensemble (ionic or electronic), and therein by the fastest
particle. Comparison with Equation (17) shows that the
bracketed term is the chemical diffusion coefficient Dd

[Eq. (40) in Table4] containing a term @mO/@cO analogous to
the surface effective rate constant [cf. Eq. (31)]. If one
electronic and one ionic defect sort determines transport, this
term is given by these defect concentrations (if dilute)
[Eq. (40)].[99] In the presence of internal reactions again
trapping factors c have to be invoked.[21,99] For redox-active
ions, an internal reaction of the form of Equation (3)
FeTi

xÐFeTi’+ h� leads to trapping of highly mobile “free”
holes h� at “immobile” FeTi

x centers (for Fe-doped SrTiO3, the
holes need an activation energy of around 1 eV to escape
from this potential well). Qualitatively, this means that as the
“chemical capacitance” / (@mO/@cO)�1 in Equation (40)
increases, the sample can accommodate larger oxygen non-
stoichiometry changes upon a given pO2 change because not
only “free” holes are formed, but also “trapped holes” in the
form of FeTi

x. Thus, Dd has to decrease as long as the other
terms in Equation (40) remain unchanged. The actual value of
c depends on the mass-action constant of the respective
trapping reaction, a detailed quantitative treatment can be
found in references [21,71]. If defect interactions lead to the
formation of mobile defect pairs (e.g. different valence
states), the expression for sd also changes.[21]

Dd can be further traced back to defect diffusion
coefficients Dion, Deon (in addition to defect concentrations)
both being proportional to the defect mobilities[116] as
indicated in Equation (42). Dd varies between the (usually
smaller) diffusion coefficient of the ionic defect Dion and the
typically larger Deon. For strong trapping, Dd can even drop
below the value of Dion. The trapping reaction is most
effective when both oxidation states of the ion are present in
comparable amounts. For Fe-doped SrTiO3 under typical
experimental conditions, the trapping effect leads to Dd

� 3DV��O
, that is, Dd differs only slightly from the vacancy

diffusion coefficient.[22] The experimental data recorded over
an extended temperature range in Figure 10 illustrate the

Table 4: Chemical bulk diffusion exemplified for oxygen in oxides.

Figure 10. Chemical diffusion coefficient Dd for Fe-doped SrTiO3 sam-
ples with [Fe]tot�0.3 mol%. Symbols: experimental data; lines: calcu-
lated from the defect model. The dashed line shows the (concentra-
tion-independent) vacancy diffusion coefficient DV��O

; the dotted line
shows the calculated Dd values in the absence of “hole trapping” at
FeTi

x centers. Reproduced from reference [22] with permission from
Elsevier.
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validity of this approximation. In this regime, Dd is indepen-
dent of pO2 and the total iron concentration (which is not the
case in general). The activation energy of DV��O

amounts to
0.9 eV, a value typical for many oxides with the perovskite
structure.[117,118] Figure 10 also shows that neglecting the
trapping leads to predicted Dd values that are orders of
magnitude too high, especially at lower temperatures. Since
typical impurities in oxides such as iron and manganese are
redox-active, at least in a certain pO2 and T range, and are
present even in nominally pure single crystals, the trapping
effect on Dd can in general not be neglected, even if these
impurities do not result in conductivity changes.[119]

In the above considerations we neglected the pO2 depend-
ence of Dd. Very recently, Dd in 1.8 mol% Al-doped SrTiO3

was measured directly over an extended pO2 range of 1–
10�20 bar and found to vary by about two orders of magnitude,
the maximum occurring around 10�8 bar.[120] Again the
dependence can be described in detail in terms of the
underlying defect chemistry; again trapping effects (here
the pure Coulombic effect between AlTi’ and h� (i.e. O�))
prove important.

As a result of varyingDd values, the concentration profiles
can deviate from their typical smooth shape. Such an experi-
ment is shown in Figure 11 for a Fe-doped SrTiO3 single

crystal.[121] Under strongly reducing conditions (hydrogen
treatment), the sample is predominantly ionically conducting
and trapping effects are not very strong, so Dd approaches
Deon. Under oxidizing conditions with strong trapping by iron
centers, Dd� 3DV��O

holds as derived above, thus the diffusion
coefficient is orders of magnitude smaller. When the atmos-
phere is changed from oxygen to hydrogen, the high Dd value
in the outer, already reduced part of the sample gives rise to a
flat section in the concentration profile followed by a steep
decrease at the transition to the low-Dd region. Under such
conditions one can describe the process by the motion of a
diffusion front. Very large deviations from equilibrium also
occur in high DC voltage experiments with nonreversible
electrodes.[29,30] Although more involved, the defect chemical
analysis gives a quantitative description.[30]

6. Grain Boundaries

In polycrystalline samples, transport across as well as
along grain boundaries can be accelerated or impeded
relative to the bulk properties.[122] We will first focus on the
case of impeded transport across grain boundaries (gb), which
is observed for many acceptor-doped large-band-gap oxides.
To show the transport across a single, well defined grain
boundary, Figure 12 gives an example for oxygen diffusion

into a Fe-doped SrTiO3 bicrystal containing a symmetrical tilt
grain boundary.[18] Oxygen enters the sample from the right-
hand side and travels fast up to the grain boundary. Then the
grain boundary dramatically impedes further transport, lead-
ing to a pronounced step in the concentration profiles. The
oxygen flux across a blocking grain boundary can be
described by an effective rate constant �kkd

gb [see Eq. (18)].
A high-resolution transmission electron microscopy

image of a 5.48 [001] symmetrical tilt grain boundary is
shown in Figure 13a[126] (the impedance spectrum in Figure 15
demonstrates that this grain boundary also exhibits a blocking
character). The image shows that this grain boundary is free
of secondary or amorphous phases, and that it is atomically
sharp. The structural mismatch is “condensed” into a regular
array of edge dislocations (bright areas in Figure 13a) with an
almost undisturbed lattice structure in between. Thus, struc-
tural effects can be ruled out as the decisive reason for the
strong blocking of mass as well as charge transport. This
interpretation is also in agreement with the effective capaci-
tance derived from impedance spectroscopy which suggests
that the blocking region is several tens of nanometers thick,
which is much larger than the core thickness of the grain
boundary. The overall behavior can be consistently explained
by the space–charge model depicted in Figure 14. The core of
the grain boundary, that is, the region of about 1 nm width
where the structural distortion is concentrated into the array
of edge dislocations, represents a structurally modified region

Figure 11. Vacancy concentration profiles in Fe-doped (0.2 mol%)
SrTiO3 after pO2 change from 1 bar to ca. 10�30 bar at 530 8C. Inset:
true-color photographs of samples quenched at different time after the
pO2 change; oxygen enters the sample from top.

Figure 12. Time evolution of the concentration profiles corresponding
to the experiment shown in Figure 5c;[18] oxygen enters the sample
from the right-hand side. Inset: Snapshots of the sample (oxygen
enters from the top).
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and therefore the standard chemical potential of all defects
differs from their respective bulk values. This leads in general
to a charging of the core of the grain boundary, and in the case
of Fe-doped SrTiO3, results in a positive charge. Since the
crystal as a whole is electroneutral, this excess charge must be
compensated in the volume adjacent to the grain boundary. In
the case of Fe-doped SrTiO3, the ionic as well as the electronic
majority charge carriers are positively charged (V��O and h�,
see Figure 3; the FeTi’ are immobile under the experimental
conditions). Thus, the charge compensation must occur by a
depletion of these species in the space–charge zone, and as a
consequence V��O and h� transport across this type of grain
boundary is strongly impeded (Figure 14). Owing to their low
concentration, the accumulated e’ cannot contribute signifi-
cantly to the compensation. (For cases in which the space–
charge potential leads to an inversion layer, see referen-
ces [123–125]). As both carriers are needed for the chemical
diffusion, there will be a significant chemical resistance
exerted by such internal boundaries.

The electronic depletion can be directly detected by
impedance spectroscopy in the form of a pronounced grain
boundary response (Figure 15).[126,127] The severe depletion of
oxygen vacancies was established by DC experiments using
electrodes that block the electronic current.[128] The space–
charge potential Df=f(x= 0)�f(bulk) is determined by the
condition that the electrochemical potentials m̃i= mi+ ziFf of
the mobile defects of species i are equal in the grain boundary

core and in the adjacent crystal region located at x= 0. The
constancy of m̃i in the space–charge zone then couples the
local defect concentrations to the electrical potential
[Eq. (43)].

ciðxÞ ¼ cið1Þe�zi Fð�ðxÞ��ðbulkÞÞ=RT ð43Þ

Poisson)s equation 52f=�(F�zi ci)/e0er relates f(x) to
the charge density, and the combination with Equation (43)
yields the concentration profiles. As pointed out earlier, we
can to good a approximation assume that the approximately
1-nm-thin grain boundary core does not impede mass or
charge transport significantly. As long as the grain boundary
core charge does not perceptibly change upon pO2 change
and is thus stationary,[97] the expression jO2�=�1/2 je�= jO still
holds (otherwise charging would occur), but within the space–
charge zone the partial conductivities sion and seon and thus sd

are now position-dependent. Since the differential “slices” of
the space–charge zone act as serially connected resistors, one
has to integrate over the reciprocal ambipolar conductivity

Figure 14. Charge-carrier concentration profiles at a blocking grain
boundary in Fe-doped SrTiO3 ([Fe]tot =0.1 mol%, 700 8C, pO2 =1 bar,
Df=0.4 V). The excess positive charge in the grain boundary core is
compensated by adjacent space–charge zones with V��O and h�

depletion. Note the logarithmic concentration scaling in the main plot
and linear scaling in the inset.

Figure 13. a) HRTEM image of an Fe-doped (0.05 mol%) SrTiO3 bicrys-
tal with 5.48 [001] symmetrical tilt grain boundary (reproduced from
reference [126] with permission from the American Ceramic Society).
The bright areas are the cores of edge dislocations arranged in an
array. b) Corresponding structural model; arrows mark dislocation
cores with partially occupied oxygen columns. *: Sr; *: Ti; *: O
(reproduced from reference [137] with permission from Elsevier).

Figure 15. Impedance spectrum of the Fe-doped SrTiO3 bicrystal with a
tilt angle of 5.48 (reproduced from reference [126] with permission
from the American Ceramic Society). In the corresponding equivalent
circuit, the blocking grain boundary is represented by additional
resistor and constant phase elements (the further R and CPE elements
corresponding to the tiny electrode semicircle are omitted).
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1/sd(x) to obtain the transport coefficient for oxygen [Eq. (44)
in Table 5].[18,129,130] The transport across a blocking grain
boundary contains elements analogous to bulk transport [see
Eq. (40): the ambipolar conductivity constitutes the relevant
“exchange rate”—but is now position dependent] as well as to
the surface reaction (on the phenomenological level all
processes occurring in the space–charge layer are summed
up in the grain boundary transport coefficient �kkd

gb, and the
chemical potential drops in a stepwise manner over this zone
[cf. Eqs. (16) and (18)]).

The situation met in Fe-doped SrTiO3, namely a depletion
layer in which an immobile dopant (FeTi’) is the main
constituent of the charge density,[131,132] is called the “Mott–
Schottky” case.[133] The effective thickness l* of the space–
charge zone with almost complete V��O and h� depletion
increases with decreasing dopant concentration cd (for given
Df or given core chargeQ= l*zdFcd). A typical value is l* =

25 nm for 0.1 mol% Fe-doped SrTiO3 (Df= 0.6 V, er = 160 at
300 8C). The ratio of grain boundary versus bulk resistivity
[Eq. (47) in Table 5] for electrical transport across the grain
boundary is obtained by integration of 1/[h�(x)] over the
whole space–charge zone[134] assuming a constant mobility
(Df is obtained most reliably from the ratio wgb/wbulk of the
semicircle peak frequencies[135]). Owing to the particle charge
zi in the exponent, the doubly charged V��O [relevant for
chemical transport; Eq. (46)] are much more depleted than
the holes h�, which is indeed in agreement with the above-
mentioned electrical experiment. Equation (47) also shows
that the grain boundary resistance exhibits a larger activation
energy than the bulk, the difference being approximately
ziFDf (assuming a negligible temperature dependence of the
space–charge potential).

If the charge carrier that contributes most to the charge
density is mobile, the “Gouy–Chapman” case applies. An
accumulation of this defect allows compensation of the core
charge within a less extended space–charge region charac-

terized by the Debye length l =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
e0erRT=ð2 z2

dF2cdÞ
q

.

Detailed expressions for this case can be found in referen-
ces [71,136].

In general, the magnitude or
even the sign of the core charge
(and hence of the compensating
space charge) cannot be predicted
a priori since the standard chem-
ical potentials of the point defects
in the grain boundary core are
unknown. By deliberately varying
the misorientation, the model
system of Fe-doped SrTiO3 bicrys-
tals allows one to obtain some
insight into the origin of the core
charge. The structural model of
such a grain boundary (Figure 13b)
developed on the basis of HRTEM
images exhibits two possible
atomic arrangements inside the
dislocation cores.[137] Nevertheless,
in both situations, two oxygen col-

umns approach very closely so that the observation of an
increased Ti/O ratio in these regions most likely indicates the
formation of oxygen vacancies, thereby relieving some stress
in these columns. The amount of positive charge stored in the
grain boundary core can be determined from an analysis of
the impedance spectra; its variation with tilt angle of the grain
boundary is shown in Figure 16. For tilt angles up to 7.88,

these data are consistent with a linear increase expected for a
model in which the charge per dislocation core is constant:[137]

it is slightly below one elementary charge per perovskite unit
cell, corresponding to one singly charged V��O (i.e. an e’
trapped in a V��O ) per unit cell or a doubly charged V��O in every
second unit cell along the dislocation core. It must be
emphasized that this correlation between grain boundary
geometry and space charge has been proven only for sym-
metrical low-angle tilt grain boundaries; for general grain
boundaries, the situation may well be more complex. In
addition to the “intrinsic” cause of the space charge discussed
above, one also has to take into account the possibility of

Table 5: Transport across blocking grain boundaries and relations for the “Mott–Schottky” depletion
case (see for example references [71,133] for more details).

Coefficient for chemical oxygen transport across blocking grain boundaries:

(44)

“Mott–Schottky” depletion case:

extension of depletion zone[a]

chemical transport coefficient (46)

electrical resistivity ratio (hole conduction) (47)

[a] cd= constant concentration of immobile dopant with charge zd (here: FeTi’ with zd=1).

Figure 16. Variation of the core charge with tilt angle for symmetrical
low-angle tilt grain boundaries and an asymmetrical 128 grain boun-
dary (in braces). For the 2.38 grain boundary, only an upper limit of
Qcore could be determined from the impedance spectra. Reproduced
from reference [137] with permission from Elsevier.
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impurity segregation to the core, which may also lead to a
positive space charge potential if segregated cations are
accommodated additionally instead of substitutionally. The
more open the structure in the grain boundary, the more
important this aspect becomes.

In polycrystalline samples, a variety of differently oriented
grain boundaries are encountered, ranging from special
boundaries such as S3 grain boundary with small structural
distortion[138] to random grain boundaries and grain bounda-
ries that contain amorphous films. On coarse-grained Fe-
doped SrTiO3 ceramics (without amorphous grain boundary
phases) electrical transport across individual grain boundaries
could be studied by impedance spectroscopy by using an array
of microcontacts depicted in Figure 17.[139] The peak frequen-

cies wgb and thus the space charge potentials were found to be
rather narrowly distributed around 0.6 V[134] and in accord
with the macroscopic value derived from a “brick layer”
model assuming cubic grains with identical grain boundary
properties (nevertheless some particularly blocking grain
boundaries could be disguised by a “current detour” through
neighboring grains). Blocking grain boundaries are of course
disadvantageous for the utilization as a conductivity sensor.
Furthermore, the fact that V��O will be more strongly depleted
than h� in such blocking grain boundaries leads to a selective
blocking of the ionic transport and to a detrimental polar-
ization in, for example, capacitive devices.[30] However,
blocking space charge zones do not only have a “negative”
influence, they can also be a prerequisite of functional
ceramics such as varistors[140] (i.e. resistors that become
conductive above a certain threshold voltage) or “PTCR”
devices[141] (resistance increasing with temperature) allowing,
for example, for automatic overheating control.

From a fundamental viewpoint, an interesting case
appears when the grain size approaches l*. Then “true size

effects” are expected to appear since the depletion layers
overlap, that is, they determine the whole properties of the
ceramics, and no spot—not even in the middle of the grains—
remains charge neutral.[142] This has recently been verified
experimentally for nanocrystalline SrTiO3 ceramics.[143]

Let us briefly mention the case of accelerated transport
along grain boundaries, although this has not yet been
observed for acceptor-doped SrTiO3. Typical situations for
polycrystalline materials with enhanced or impeded grain
boundary transport are compiled in Figure 18. If mass trans-

port is accelerated along grain boundaries, the time depend-
ence of the concentration change is modified in a character-
istic way. Even though there is substantial literature on this
topic (see for example reference [144]), the influence of grain
boundary confinement or space–charge channeling has been
tackled only recently.[145] Spatial profiles for nanocrystalline
ceramics can be obtained by numerical simulations as shown
in Figure 19. When the characteristic diffusion length
lgb�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dd

gb t
q

for grain boundary diffusion is larger that the
grain size, the concentration change propagates deep into the
sample along the boundaries. Donor-doped titanates are an
example in which the bulk chemical diffusion of oxygen is
extremely slow because it requires transport of cation
vacancies with low mobility[146–149] (oxygen interstitials are
impossible in the perovskite lattice). Compared with this
process, oxygen diffusion along the grain boundaries is fast,
leading to concentration profiles as schematically shown in
Figure 18c.

Figure 17. Gold microelectrodes (20 mm diameter) on Fe-doped
(0.2 mol%) SrTiO3 ceramic contacted with Pt tips to measure individ-
ual grain boundary resistances. Reproduced from refernce [139] with
permission from the American Ceramic Society.

Figure 18. Scheme of oxygen incorporation into a polycrystalline
sample of grain size l (color refers to oxygen concentration). Possible
situations with respect to the relative magnitude of the bulk diffusion
coefficient Dd and the surface (k̄d) and grain boundary (k̄gb, for
simplicity assumed to be isotropic) rate constants are shown: a) sur-
face reaction fast, grain boundary neither blocking nor acting as a fast
diffusion path; b) surface reaction slow, diffusion inside fast; c) surface
reaction fast, grain boundary provides fast diffusion path; d) surface
reaction fast, grain boundary blocking. Reproduced from refer-
ence [122] with permission from Elsevier.
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7. High Iron Content

As already mentioned, the iron content in
Sr(FexTi1�x)O3�d can be continuously increased until the end
member of the solid solution series, SrFeO3�d, is reached.
Samples within this series can be divided into two groups of
materials:
1. Materials in which the iron concentration is so low that the

Fe centers do not interact electronically and represent
localized acceptor levels located in the band gap of SrTiO3

(“electron-poor” materials); these are the materials dis-
cussed up to here. The absence of electronic interaction
effects (Fe 3d band formation, see below) does not imply a
complete absence of defect interactions: Reference [84]
quantifies how the electrostatic interaction between
charged defects affects the FeTi’–V��O pair formation.

2. Materials in which the iron concentration is high enough
so that a partially occupied Fe 3d band forms, which
drastically lowers the effective band gap.[40,150] The
increasing band width that shows up in the valence-band
XPS spectra[150] leads to a significant increase in the
electronic mobility, some details of which are still under
discussion (polaron[151] or true band conduction[150]). Since
electrons in these materials are readily available to be
transferred, for example, to adsorbed oxygen species, we
denote them as “electron-rich” materials, even though
they are still p-type conductors.

Figure 20a shows that the electronic conductivity of fully
oxidized samples (measured at sufficiently low temperature
so that d does not vary) changes its behavior for x� 0.03: the
absolute values increase drastically while the activation
energy drops. This behavior indicates a change in the
conduction mechanism resulting from the different electronic
structure. The electronic interaction of the iron centers for x�
0.03 is reflected by the presence of a new low-energy
absorption band in the UV/Vis spectra (Figure 20b) as well
as in deviations of the magnetic susceptibility from the Curie
law;[152] it is also in good agreement with quantum chemical

calculations.[153] Typically, in this nondilute regime, the defect
chemical reactions can no longer be described by ideal mass-
action laws. As a result of the modified temperature depend-
ences of hole concentration and hole mobility, the electronic
conductivity of SrFe0.35Ti0.65O3�d (in equilibrium with the
surrounding pO2) becomes temperature-independent and is
solely determined by pO2, which is promising for gas-sensor
applications.[154] In this respect, it is also beneficial that the
grain boundaries lose their blocking character for x�
0.07.[155,156]

For samples with high dopant and thus high defect
concentrations, the approximation @mi/@ci=RT/ci can no
longer be applied in Equation (40). For a predominantly
electronically conductive material, this term can still be
obtained from measured vacancy concentration data accord-
ing to Equation (48).

Dd ¼ �
DV��O

2
@lnpO2

@ln ½V��O �
ð48Þ

Figure 20. a) Bulk electronic conductivity measured on fully oxidized
SrFexTi1�xO3 samples with frozen-in oxygen content. The photographs
illustrate the color change upon increasing iron content. b) UV/Vis
spectra of fully oxidized SrFexTi1�xO3 samples (diluted with Al2O3

powder), recorded in diffuse-reflection mode.

Figure 19. Calculated oxygen concentration profiles for diffusion in
nanocrystalline ceramics[176] with enhanced diffusion along grain boun-
daries when the grain boundary diffusion length is a) smaller that the
grain size; b) larger than the grain size.
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In many mixed-conducting perovskites, the V��O concen-
tration shows only a minor pO2 dependence; accordingly, Dd

is found to be almost pO2-independent as well (at least for
moderate to high values of pO2; for example, in
Sr(FexTi1�x)O3�d

[156] or La0.4Sr0.6FeO3�d
[157]).

The different character of the electronic structure of the
“electron-rich” Sr(FexTi1�x)O3�d materials drastically affects
oxygen incorporation kinetics.[156,158] The absolute value of k̄d

increases by more than two orders of magnitude and the
activation energy drops to less than half (see Figure 7).
Simultaneously, the reaction mechanism changes so that for
these samples only atomic oxygen species, for example, O�ad,
appear in the rds. Thus, as soon as electrons become readily
available for transfer to adsorbed oxygen species (which also
facilitates the O�O bond dissociation), the first steps in the
reaction sequence (24)–(26) are accelerated such that the last
step (27), involving ionic motion, becomes the bottleneck. A
comprehensive and detailed discussion of oxygen incorpora-
tion into “electron-rich” perovskites in general is beyond the
scope of this review. These materials were intensively studied
in recent years with respect to chemical, electrochemical, and
isotope exchange, as well as concerning common mechanistic
aspects (see, for example, references [10,15,16,53, 54,56,159–
165]).

Mixed-conducting perovskites can be applied as catalysts
for a number of reactions.[49,50] As an example, Figure 21

shows the catalytic activity of Sr(FexTi1�x)O3�d for methane
oxidation. In the iron concentration range around x� 0.03, at
which the kinetics of the oxygen surface reaction was found to
change, the catalytic activity is also modified.[166] Interestingly,
not only do the absolute reaction rates increase by more than
an order of magnitude, but the CH4 reaction order[167] and the
activation energy also change.

8.Water Incorporation

Acceptor-doped SrTiO3 can incorporate water on oxygen
vacancies[168] leading to the formation of mobile protonic
defects [Eq. (49)].[169]

H2OþV��O þOO
x Ð 2OH�O ð49Þ

Sc-doped (5 mol%) SrTiO3 exhibits moderate proton
conductivity.[170] Water can also be incorporated into the V��O
in Fe-doped SrTiO3.

[171] Here, in contrast to Sc-doped SrTiO3

(in which chemical diffusion occurs through ambipolar
motion of V��O and OH�O with isomorphic diffusion coefficient;
just h� has to be replaced by OH�O), the availability of iron as
redox-active centers implies the presence of three mobile
charge carriers (excess protons, oxygen vacancies, and
electron holes (free and trapped)) in perceptible amounts,
and the kinetics of water uptake becomes rather complex.[172]

Since the water uptake changes the vacancy concentration,
[FeTi

x] and [h�] also change and can be monitored by optical
absorption and conductivity. Figure 22 shows that after an

increase in water partial pressure, the conductivity decreases
quickly to values lower than expected for the final state and
recovers much more slowly. The same overshooting phenom-
enon is observed for [FeTi

x] in spatial resolution by optical
spectroscopy. The fast process is a counterdiffusion of protons
formed from H2O at the porous Pt electrodes (in), and
electron holes (out), which also decreases [FeTi

x]. As a result
of this hydrogenation, the sample is more reduced than
expected for the final state and no longer in equilibrium with

Figure 21. Catalytic oxidation of 1% CH4 +3% O2 over SrFexTi1�xO3�d

at 600 8C. *: resulting CO2 concentration (normalized to catalyst area);
~ and !: reaction orders of CH4 and O2; &: activation energy Ea.

Figure 22. Water incorporation into an Fe-doped (0.05 mol%) SrTiO3

single crystal, pH2O change from 4 to 20 mbar, pO2 =1 bar, 650 8C.
Insets: Snapshots of the sample in false-color representation showing
the local concentrations of FeTi

x (incorporation occurs mainly through
the vertical edges covered with a porous Pt layer). Note the logarithmic
time scale. The cartoons illustrate the fast and the slow part of the
overall water incorporation process. Figure adapted from refer-
ence [172].
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the surrounding pO2. The oxygenation through counterdiffu-
sion of O2� (through V��O ) and electrons (through h�) occurs
more sluggishly than the overshooting. In essence, the acid–
base reaction is kinetically decomposed into two redox
reactions. This peculiar non-monotonic behavior is enabled
by the presence of three mobile charge carriers and the
absence of local chemical equilibrium, thus it is a consequence
of the complexity of the system and not of the magnitude of
the driving force.

9. (Partially) Frozen Defect Chemical Equilibria

Finally, let us briefly discuss situations in which some of
the defect chemical reactions are frozen in non-equilibrium
conditions. Such cases are important for a number of electro-
chemical devices such as the “Taguchi-type” gas sensors,
varistors, and superconducting materials. When the temper-
ature is lowered, processes involving long-range ionic motion
or chemical (surface) reactions typically fail to reach equilib-
rium. Thus, one can deliberately “freeze in” a certain overall
oxygen nonstoichiometry or even a certain [V��O ] profile. In
contrast, internal defect chemical reactions such as the band-
gap excitation or trapping reactions are still comparably fast.
These scenarios are discussed in detail in referen-
ces [73,80,100] for differently doped oxides and illustrated
in Figure 23 for Fe-doped SrTiO3.

[78] Below the freezing
temperature, [V��O ] is constant but [h�] still varies because of
the internal redox reaction [Eq. (3)]. The ionic transference
number is markedly different for the equilibrated situation
relative to the frozen-in case, in which it increases strongly for
low temperatures. Reactions involving only short-range ionic
motion (distances of a few unit cells) such as the formation of
FeTi’–V��O defect pairs in SrTiO3 may still equilibrate at room
temperature.[84]

In the case of “Taguchi-type” sensors for redox-active
gases (for more details see for example reference [173]),

which typically operate around 300 8C, the non-equilibrium
between the more reduced grain interior and the surrounding
pO2 is essential for its performance. Nevertheless, this
situation can give rise to detrimental drift effects (see for
example references [174,175]) because on long time scales,
small changes in oxygen content are still possible.[176]

10. Summary and Outlook

In this overview we have shown that, although it is a
complex multistep process, equilibration of an oxide with the
surrounding oxygen partial pressure can be investigated and
understood in great detail on the macroscopic, phenomeno-
logical level as well as in terms of microscopic (atomistic)
aspects. One necessary requirement is the detailed under-
standing of the defect chemistry. Such a comprehensive
understanding is not only worthwhile from a fundamental
standpoint, it is also of significant technological relevance:
Each of the involved processes of surface reaction, bulk
diffusion, and transport across grain boundaries is of impor-
tance for the functioning of electrochemical devices, which
can, in turn, then be optimized by using this knowledge. For
the example of a conductivity sensor, crucial properties such
as its response time can be purposefully modified over orders
of magnitude by varying temperature, doping content, surface
structure, or microstructure. Although phenomenological
kinetics is able to give an overall description of changes in
oxygen stoichiometry, microscopic investigations identifying,
for example, the exact nature and concentration of reactive
surface species would lend valuable support to the suggested
reaction mechanisms. Because of the difficulties of surface-
sensitive in situ experiments, atomistic simulations through
quantum chemical calculations are expected to develop into a
complementary tool of significant importance for the explo-
ration of reaction mechanisms (see, for example, referen-
ces [177–179]).
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How Is Oxygen Incorporated into
Oxides? A Comprehensive Kinetic Study
of a Simple Solid-State Reaction with
SrTiO3 as a Model Material

O, how does it go? Equilibration of an
oxide with the surrounding oxygen partial
pressure is one of the simplest gas–solid
reactions. Nevertheless, it is a complex
process comprising a (multistep) surface
reaction, chemical bulk diffusion, and
transport across or along grain bounda-
ries. This Review gives a detailed phe-
nomenological as well as mechanistic
description of these processes for the
model perovskite oxide SrTiO3 empha-
sizing their relevance for electrochemical
devices.
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